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May 30,2005 

0 6 0 2 2 0 0 5  
Dear Honorable James V. Hansen: 

I write to you today about the possible closure of Cannon Air Force Base. I 
was born in Portales, New Mexico and have spent nearly all my summers there as a 
child. I still have family there that I visit often. Portales and Clovis are the all- 
American cities of the southwest. 

I've laid in the tall grasses outside of Canon Air Force Base and watched the 
many different types of planes that have flown there over the years. I've sat in on my 
grandmother's English classes that she taught for over a decade at the base, and I've 
seen many friends get mamed there. I've seen the integral relationships between the 
base and the people of Portales and Clovis. I know what a gem it is to these 
communities and the hope that the base brings to the heart of them. All of these are 
sentimental reasons to keep the Cannon Air Force Base open. Realistically, the 
closure of this base will put a nail in the coffin of these towns' financial survival. The 
base is profoundly enmeshed in the livelihood of these two towns. 

Because I now live in Colorado Springs, I rely on friends and family to tell me 
of the base's relevancy beyond the obvious financial relationship. I know that when 
you have the opportunity to visit the base and its surrounding communities, you'll fall 
in love with it just as we all have. You'll see how the base has become part of the 
body and spirit of the community it is rooted in. Still, listed below are some key 
points for you to consider before making the decision to close this base. 

Cannon does not fit the criteria provided for base closure. 
The base has an abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. This 
provides for safer and more realistic training scenarios for pilots. 
Once the New Mexico Training Range Initiative is implemented, we will be able 
to offer pilots the ability to fly supersonic during training missions. This is a very 
important point, as it allows the Air Force to better train in real-life situations. 
The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides year round training ability. 
The Melrose bombing range is seconds from the end of the of the runway at 
Cannon. This allows pilots to get airborne, and immediately begin training 
operations over the bombing range, rather than spending all of their fuel just to 
get to the range, having one Passover, then returning to the base. 
Cannon has the space and facilities to accommodate war-fighting, training , and 
readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon 



and the U.S. Navy. 
Cannon has ample spacelramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in 
training and emergency situations. 
The availability of air space and ideal flying weather makes Cannon the perfect 
candidate to support future training missions for the F-22, Joint Strike Fighter and 
NAF levels, and national and STAT levels. 
The relationship between Cannon AFB and the surrounding towns; Clovis, 
Portales, West Texas, and others, is unlike any other installation in the country. 

10. Clovis, Portales, Eastern New Mexico, West Texas (including Amarillo and 
Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not 
another installation close by to serve our retired military. 

In closing, I trust your wisdom, experience, and strong common sense to make 
the decision that's best for all of the bases you are considering for closure. I know 
these are not easy decisions to make. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration in 
determining the future of our beloved Cannon Air Force Base and its surrounding 
towns. 

Yours Truly, 

Kristi Tipps-Deutsch 



May 30,2005 

Dear Honorable Anthony J. Principi: 

I write to you today about the possible closure of Cannon Air Force Base. I 
was born in Portales, New Mexico and have spent nearly all my summers there as a 
child. I still have family there that I visit often. Portales and Clovis are the all- 
American cities of the southwest. 

I've laid in the tall grasses outside of Canon Air Force Base and watched the 
many different nrpes of planes that have flown there over the years. I've sat in on my 
grandmother's English classes that she taught for over a decade at the base, and I've 
seen many friends get married there. I've seen the integral relationships between the 
base and the people of Portales and Clovis. I know what a gem it is to these 
communities and the hope that the base brings to the heart of them. All of these are 
sentimental reasons to keep the Cannon Air Force Base open. Realistically, the 
closure of this base will put a nail in the coffin of these towns' financial survival. The 
base is profoundly enmeshed in the livelihood of these two towns. 

Because I now live in Colorado Springs, I rely on friends and family to tell me 
of the base's relevancy beyond the obvious financial relationship. I know that when 
you have the opportunity to visit the base and its surrounding communities: you'll 
fall in love with it just as we all have. You'll see how the base has become part of the 
body and spirit of the community it is rooted in. Still, listed below are some key 
points for you to consider before making the decision to close this base. 

Cannon does not fit the criteria provided for base closure. 

The base has an abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. This 
provides for safer and more realistic training scenarios for pilots. 
Once the New Mexico Training Range - Initiative is implemented, we will be able 
to offer pilots the ability to fly supersonic during training missions. This is a very 
important point, as it allows the Air Force to better train in real-life situations. 
The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides year round training ability. 
The Melrose bombing - range is seconds from the end of the of the rclnwav a: 
Cannon. This allows pilots to get airborne: and immediately begin training 
operations over the bombing range, rather than spending all of their fuel just to 
get to the range, having one Passover, then returning to the base. 
Cannon has the space and facilities to accommodate war-fighting, training , 
readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon 
and U.S. Navy. 



7. Cannon has ample spacelrarnp space to accommodate surge force requirements in 
training and emergency situations. 

8. The availability of air space and ideal flying weather makes Cannon the perfect 
candidate to support future training missions for the F-22, Joint Suike Fighter and 
NAF levels, and national and STAT levels. 

9. The relationship between Cannon AFB and the surrounding towns; Clovis, 
Portales, West Texas, and others, is unlike any other installation in the country. 

10. Clovis, Portales, Eastern New Mexico, West Texas (including Amarillo and 
Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not 
another installation close by to serve our retired military. 

In closing, I trust your wisdom, experience, and strong common sense to make 
the decision that's best for all of the bases you are considering for closure. I know 
these are not easy decisions to make. Thank you for your thoughtfd consideration in 
determining the future of our beloved Cannon Air Force Base and its surrounding 
towns. 

Yours Truly. 

Kristi Tipps-Deutsch 



May 30,2005 
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Dear Honorable Philip Coyle: 

I write to you today about the possible closure of Cannon Air Force Base. I 
was born in Portales, New Mexico and have spent nearly all my summers there as a 
child. I still have family there that I visit often. Portales and Clovis are the all- 

American cities of the southwest. 

I've laid in the tall grasses outside of Canon Air Force Base and watched the 
many different types of planes that have flown there over the years. I've sat in on my 
grandmother's English classes that she taught for over a decade at the base, and I've 
seen many friends get married there. I've seen the integral relationships between the 
base and the people of Portales and Clovis. I know what a gem it is to these 
communities and the hope that the base brings to the heart of them. All of these are 
sentimental reasons to keep the Cannon Air Force Base open. Realistically, the 
closure of this base will put a nail in the coffin of these towns' financial survival. The 
base is profoundly enmeshed in the livelihood of these two towns. 

Because I now live in Colorado Springs, I rely on friends and family to tell me 
of the base's relevancy beyond the obvious financial relationship. I know that when 
you have the opportunity to visit the base and its surrounding communities, you'll 
fall in love with it just as we all have. You'll see how the base has become part of the 
body and spirit of the community it is rooted in. Still, listed below are some key 
points for you to consider before making the decision to close this base. 

Cannon does not fit the criteria provided for base closure. 
The base has an abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. This 
provides for safer and more realistic training scenarios for pilots. 
Once the New Mexico Training Range Initiative is implemented, we will be able 
to offer pilots the ability to fly supersonic during training missions. This is a very 
important point, as it allows the Air Force to better train in real-life situations. 
The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides year round training ability. 
The Melrose bombing range is seconds from the end of the of the runway at 
Cannon. This allows pilots to get airborne, and immediately begin training 
operations over the bombing range, rather than spending all of their fuel just to 
get to the range, having one Passover, then returning to the base. 
Cannon has the space and facilities to accommodate war-fighting, training , and 
readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon 
and the U.S. Navy. 



7. Cannon has ample spacelramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in 
training and emergency situations. 

8. The availability of air space and ideal flying weather makes Cannon the perfect 
candidate to support future training missions for the F-22, Joint Strike Fighter and 
NAF levels, and national and STAT levels. 

9. The relationship between Cannon AFB and the surrounding towns; Clovis, 
Portales, West Texas, and others, is unlike any other installation in the country. 

10. Clovis, Portales, Eastern New Mexico, West Texas (including Amarillo and 
Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not 
another installation close by to serve our retired military. 

In closing, I trust your wisdom, experience, and strong common sense to make 
the decision that's best for all of the bases you are considering for closure. I know 
these are not easy decisions to make. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration in 
determining the future of our beloved Cannon Air Force Base and its surrounding 
towns. 

Yours Truly, 

Kristi Tipps-Deutsch 



May 30,2005 

Dear Brigadier General Sue E. Turner: 

I'm writing to you today about the possible closure of Cannon Air Force Base. 
I was born in Portales, New Mexico and have spent nearly all my summers there as a 
child. I still have family there that I visit often. Portales and Clovis are the all- 
American cities of the southwest. 

I've laid in the tall grasses outside of Canon Air Force Base and watched the 
many different types of planes that have flown there over the years. I've sat in on my 
grandmother's English classes that she taught for over a decade at the base, and I've 
seen many friends get married there. I've seen the integral relationships between the 
base and the people of Portales and Clovis. I know what a gem it is to these 
communities and the hope that the base brings to the heart of them. All of these are 
sentimental reasons to keep the Cannon Air Force Base open. Realistically, the 
closure of this base will put a nail in the coffin of these towns' financial survival. The 
base is profoundly enmeshed in the livelihood of these two towns. 

Because I now live in Colorado Springs, I rely on friends and family to tell me 
of the base's relevancy beyond the obvious financial relationship. I know that when 
you have the opportunity to visit the base and its surrounding communities, you'll fall 
in love with it just as we all have. You'll see how the base has become part of the 
body and spirit of the community it is rooted in. Still, listed below are some key 
points for you to consider before making the decision to close this base. 

Cannon does not fit the criteria provided for base closure. 
The base has an abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. This 
provides for safer and more realistic training scenarios for pilots. 
Once the New Mexico Training Range Initiative is implemented, we will be able 
to offer pilots the ability to fly supersonic during training missions. This is a very 
important point, as it allows the Air Force to better train in real-life situations. 
The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides year round training ability. 
The Melrose bombing range is seconds from the end of the of the runway at 
Cannon. This allows pilots to get airborne, and immediately begin training 
operations over the bombing range, rather than spending all of their fuel just to 
get to the range, having one Passover, then returning to the base. 
Cannon has the space and facilities to accommodate war-fighting, training , and 
readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon 



and the U.S. Navy. 
Cannon has ample spacehamp space to accommodate surge force requirements in 
training and emergency situations. 
The availability of air space and ideal flying weather makes Cannon the perfect 
candidate to support future training missions for the F-22, Joint Strike Fighter and 
NAF levels, and national and STAT levels. 
The relationship between Cannon AFB and the surrounding towns; Clovis, 
Portales, West Texas, and others, is unlike any other installation in the country. 

10. Clovis, Portales, Eastern New Mexico, West Texas (including Amarillo and 
Lubbock) are'home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not 
another installation close by to serve our retired military. 

In closing, I trust your wisdom, experience, and strong common sense to make 
the decision that's best for all of the bases you are considering for closure. I know 
these are not easy decisions to make. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration in 
determining the f u m e  of our beloved Cannon Air Force Base and its surrounding 
towns. 

Yours Truly, 

Kristi Tipps-Deutsch 



May 30,2005 

Dear General Lloyd W. Newton: 

I'm writing to you today about the possible closure of Cannon Air Force Base. 
I was born in Portales, New Mexico and have spent nearly all my summers there as a 
child. I still have family there that I visit often. Portales and Clovis are the all- 
American cities of the southwest. 

I've laid in the tall grasses outside of Canon Air Force Base and watched the 
many different types of planes that have flown there over the years. I've sat in on my 
grandmother's English classes that she taught for over a decade at the base, and I've 
seen many friends get married there. I've seen the integral relationships between the 
base and the people of Portales and Clovis. I know what a gem it is to these 
communities and the hope that the base brings to the heart of them. All of these are 
sentimental reasons to keep the Cannon Air Force Base open. Realistically, the 
closure of this base will put a nail in the coffin of these towns' financial survival. The 
base is profoundly enmeshed in the livelihood of these two towns. 

Because I now live in Colorado Springs, I rely on friends and family to tell me 
of the base's relevancy beyond the obvious financial relationship. I know that when 
you have the opportunity to visit the base and its surrounding communities, you'll fall 
in love with it just as we all have. You'll see how the base has become part of the 
body and spirit of the community it is rooted in. Still, listed below are some key 
points for you to consider before making the decision to close this base. 

Cannon does not fit the criteria provided for base closure. 
The base has an abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. This 
provides for safer and more realistic training scenarios for pilots. 
Once the New Mexico Training Range Initiative is implemented, we will be able 
to offer pilots the ability to fly supersonic during training missions. This is a very 
important point, as it allows the Air Force to better train in real-life situations. 
The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides year round training ability. 
The Melrose bombing range is seconds from the end of the of the runway at 
Cannon. This allows pilots to get airborne, and immediately begin training 
operations over the bombing range, rather than spending all of their fuel just to 
get to the range, having one Passover, then returning to the base. 
Cannon has the space and facilities to accommodate war-fighting, training , and 
readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon 



and the U.S. Navy. 
Cannon has ample spacehamp space to accommodate surge force requirements in 
training and emergency situations. 
The availability of air space and ideal flying weather makes Cannon the perfect 
candidate to support future training missions for the F-22, Joint Strike Fighter and 
NAF levels, and national and STAT levels. 
The relationship between Cannon AFB and the surrounding towns; Clovis, 
Portales, West Texas, and others, is unlike any other installation in the country. 

10. Clovis, Portales, Eastern New Mexico, West Texas (including Amarillo and 
Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not 
another installation close by to serve our retired military. 

In closing, I trust your wisdom, experience, and strong common sense to make 
the decision that's best for all of the bases you are considering for closure. I know 
these are not easy decisions to make. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration in 
determining the future of our beloved Cannon Air Force Base and its surrounding 
towns. 

Yours Truly, 

Kristi Tipps-Deutsch 



May 30,2005 

Dear General James T. Hill: 

I'm writing to you today about the possible closure of Cannon Air Force Base. 
I was born in Portales, New Mexico and have spent nearly all my summers there as a 
child. I still have family there that I visit often. Portales and Clovis are the all- 
American cities of the southwest. 

I've laid in the tall grasses outside of Canon Air Force Base and watched the 
many different types of planes that have flown there over the years. I've sat in on my 
grandmother's English classes that she taught for over a decade at the base, and I've 
seen many friends get married there. I've seen the integral relationships between the 
base and the people of Portales and Clovis. I know what a gem it is to these 
communities and the hope that the base brings to the heart of them. All of these are 
sentimental reasons to keep the Cannon Air Force Base open. Realistically, the 
closure of this base will put a nail in the coffin of these towns' financial survival. The 
base is profoundly enmeshed in the livelihood of these two towns. 

Because I now live in Colorado Springs, I rely on friends and family to tell me 
of the base's relevancy beyond the obvious financial relationship. I know that when 
you have the opportunity to visit the base and its surrounding communities, you'll fall 
in love with it just as we all have. You'll see how the base has become part of the 
body and spirit of the community it is rooted in. Still, listed below are some key 
points for you to consider before making the decision to close this base. 

Cannon does not fit the criteria provided for base closure. 
The base has an abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. This 
provides for safer and more realistic training scenarios for pilots. 
Once the New Mexico Training Range Initiative is implemented, we will be able 
to offer pilots the ability to fly supersonic during training missions. This is a very 
important point, as it allows the Air Force to better train in real-life situations. 
The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides year round training ability. 
The Melrose bombing range is seconds from the end of the of the runway at 
Cannon. This allows pilots to get airborne, and immediately begin training 
operations over the bombing range, rather than spending all of their fuel just to 
get to the range, having one Passover, then returning to the base. 
Cannon has the space and facilities to accommodate war-fighting, training , and 
readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon 



and the U.S. Navy. 
Cannon has ample spacelramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in 
training and emergency situations. 
The availability of air space and ideal flying weather makes Cannon the perfect 
candidate to support future training missions for the F-22, Joint Strike Fighter and 
NAF levels, and national and STAT levels. 
The relationship between Cannon AFB and the surrounding towns; Clovis, 
Portales, West Texas, and others, is unlike any other installation in the country. 

10. Clovis, Portales, Eastern New Mexico, West Texas (including Amarillo and 
Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not 
another installation close by to serve our retired military. 

In closing, I trust your wisdom, experience, and strong common sense to make 
the decision that's best for all of the bases you are considering for closure. I know 
these are not easy decisions to make. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration in 
determining the future of our beloved Cannon Air Force Base and its surrounding 
towns. 

Yours Truly, 

Kristi Tipps-Deutsch 



May 30,2005 

Dear Honorable James H. Bilbray: 
0 6  0 2 2 0 0 5  

I write to you today about the possible closure of Cannon Air Force Base. I 
was born in Portales, New Mexico and have spent nearly all my summers there as a 
child. I still have family there that I visit often. Portales and Clovis are the all- 
American cities of the southwest. 

I've laid in the tall grasses outside of Canon Air Force Base and watched the 
many different types of planes that have flown there over the years. I've sat in on my 
grandmother's English classes that she taught for over a decade at the base, and I've 
seen many friends get married there. I've seen the integral relationships between the 
base and the people of Portales and Clovis. I know what a gem it is to these 
communities and the hope that the base brings to the heart of them. All of these are 
sentimental reasons to keep the Cannon Air Force Base open. Realistically, the 
closure of this base will put a nail in the coffin of these towns' financial survival. The 
base is profoundly enmeshed in the livelihood of these two towns. 

Because I now live in Colorado Springs, I rely on friends and family to tell me 
of the base's relevancy beyond the obvious financial relationship. I know that when 
you have the opportunity to visit the base and its surrounding communities, you'll fall 
in love with it just as we all have. You'll see how the base has become part of the 
body and spirit of the community it is rooted in. Still, listed below are some key 
points for you to consider before making the decision to close this base. 

Cannon does not fit the criteria provided for base closure. 
The base has an abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. This 
provides for safer and more realistic training scenarios for pilots. 
Once the New Mexico Training Range Initiative is implemented, we will be able 
to offer pilots the ability to fly supersonic during training missions. This is a very 
important point, as it allows the Air Force to better train in real-life situations. 
The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides year round training ability. 
The Melrose bombing range is seconds from the end of the of the runway at 
Cannon. This allows pilots to get airborne, and immediately begin training 
operations over the bombing range, rather than spending all of their fuel just to 
get to the range, having one Passover, then returning to the base. 
Cannon has the space and facilities to accommodate war-fighting, training , and 
readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon 



and the U.S. Navy. 
Cannon has ample spacekamp space to accommodate surge force requirements in 
training and emergency situations. 
The availability of air space and ideal flying weather makes Cannon the perfect 
candidate to support future training missions for the F-22, Joint Strike Fighter and 
NAF levels, and national and STAT levels. 
The relationship between Cannon AFB and the surrounding towns; Clovis, 
Portales, West Texas, and others, is unlike any other installation in the country. 

10. Clovis, Portales, Eastern New Mexico, West Texas (including Amarillo and 
Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not 
another installation close by to serve our retired military. 

In closing, I trust your wisdom, experience, and strong common sense to make 
the decision that's best for all of the bases you are considering for closure. I know 
these are not easy decisions to make. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration in 
determining the future of our beloved Cannon Air Force Base and its surrounding 
towns. 

Yours Truly, 

Kristi Tipps-Deutsch 



May 30,2005 

0 6 0 2 2 0 0 5  
Dear Honorable Samuel K. Slunner: 

I'm writing to you today about the possible closure of Cannon Air Force Base. 
I was born in Portales, New Mexico and have spent nearly all my summers there as a 
child. I still have family there that I visit often. Portales and Clovis are the all- 
American cities of the southwest. 

I've laid in the tall grasses outside of Canon Air Force Base and watched the 
many different types of planes that have flown there over the years. I've sat in on my 
grandmother's English classes that she taught for over a decade at the base, and I've 
seen many friends get married there. I've seen the integral relationships between the 
base and the people of Portales and Clovis. I know what a gem it is to these 
communities and the hope that the base brings to the heart of them. All of these are 
sentimental reasons to keep the Cannon Air Force Base open. Realistically, the 
closure of this base will put a nail in the coffin of these towns' financial survival. The 
base is profoundly enmeshed in the livelihood of these two towns. 

Because I now live in Colorado Springs, I rely on friends and family to tell me 
of the base's relevancy beyond the obvious financial relationship. I know that when 
you have the opportunity to visit the base and its surrounding communities, you'll fall 
in love with it just as we all have. You'll see how the base has become part of the 
body and spirit of the community it is rooted in. Still, listed below are some key 
points for you to consider before making the decision to close this base. 

Cannon does not fit the criteria provided for base closure. 
The base has an abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. This 
provides for safer and more realistic training scenarios for pilots. 
Once the New Mexico Training Range Initiative is implemented, we will be able 
to offer pilots the ability to fly supersonic during training missions. This is a very 
important point, as it allows the Air Force to better train in real-life situations. 
The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides year round training ability. 
The Melrose bombing range is seconds from the end of the of the runway at 
Cannon. This allows pilots to get airborne, and immediately begin training 
operations over the bombing range, rather than spending all of their fuel just to 
get to the range, having one Passover, then returning to the base. 
Cannon has the space and facilities to accommodate war-fighting, training , and 
readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon 



and the U.S. Navy. 
Cannon has ample spacelramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in 
training and emergency situations. 
The availability of air space and ideal flying weather makes Cannon the perfect 
candidate to support future training missions for the F-22, Joint Strike Fighter and 
NAF levels, and national and STAT levels. 
The relationship between Cannon AFB and the surrounding towns; Clovis, 
Portales, West Texas, and others, is unlike any other installation in the country. 

10. Clovis, Portales, Eastern New Mexico, West Texas (including Amarillo and 
Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not 
another installation close by to serve our retired military. 

In closing, I trust your wisdom, experience, and strong common sense to make 
the decision that's best for all of the bases you are considering for closure. I know 
these are not easy decisions to make. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration in 
determining the future of our beloved Cannon Air Force Base and its surrounding 
towns. 

Yours Truly, 

Kristi Tipps-Deutsch 







































May 25,2005 

BRAC Commission 
2521 S. Clark St. 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear BRAC Commission: 

I would like to introduce myself. I am Amy Wicker. I understand that Cannon may 
close. I have been working at Cannon for Food Service for over a year. I would lose my 
job if Cannon closes and this will hurt me financially. Closing the base will hurt all of 
Clovis, too. If all people at Cannon lost their jobs there would be no jobs left in Clovis. 
Please do not close Cannon. 

Thank you, 

Amy Wicker 









May 24,2005 

BRAC Commission 
2521 S. Clark St. 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear BRAC Commission, 

We are Robert and Matilda Span. We are a married couple that works at Cannon Air 
Force Base in Clovis, NM. Between the two of us, we have invested 24 years of our lives 
into working at the Dining Hall at Cannon. We love working at Cannon and know other 
people like ourselves who work at Cannon. We cannot afford to lose our jobs. Closing 
Cannon Air Force Base would hurt Clovis. Please reconsider your decision. 

Thank you, 

Robert Span Matilda Span 

















May 27,2005 

Dear BRAC Commission, 

I work at Pecos Trail Dining Hall. My name is Ronnie Lewter. I have worked at 
Pecos Trail for several years. I do not want to lose my job. I do not want my 
friends and coworkers to lose their jobs. Please don't close Cannon. I don't like 
that idea. It's bad for Clovis. It's bad for the state and the entire nation. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Lewter v 









TO: THE BRAC COMMISSION 

I am writing this to ask 
you take Cannon off of the BRAC list of base closures. 
The weather here provides for year round training. And 
in the future the base would be a great place for any new 
aircraft to train. The community would loses out in a big 
way if the base closes. Hope you will reconsidered 
closing down this base. I work at the dining hall on 
base and am employed with ENMRSH and would have a 
hard time finding another job out in the community. 

Signed: 
8 W,"- 









May 25,2005 

Reference: Closure of Cannon AFB 

To: BRAC Commission 

We are writing this letter to request that you remove Cannon AFB from the base closure 
list. 

The impact of the closure of Cannon not only would be devastating to the economy of 
Clovis and the surrounding communities, but also to a very important asset in our area. 

I am referring to the ENMRSH organization. It has been so beneficial to the handicapped 
individuals in many areas of eastern New Mexico. Currently and in the past ENMRSH 
has had contracts with Cannon to employ handicapped members of our community whom 
otherwise would not have jobs and the opportunity to gain experience and training to join 
the work force in the community. 

We have a son who is currently employed by ENMRSH. He has been with this employer 
for almost thirteen years. Had it not been for this organization, I'm sure our son would 
still be living with us. He has progressed to the point he has been able to get his drivers 
license, purchase his own vehicle and purchase his own home and become a viable 
member of the community. 

ENMRSH is not only a benefit to its physically and mentally handicapped clients but also 
to the families of these individuals. Many families, as we were, are unable to understand 
and cope with the stress and needs of a handicapped individual. ENMRSH fulfills this 
need for their clients, their families and the community. 

Many years of hard work and dedication by ENMRSH would be greatly affected by the 
closure of Cannon. It would be an injustice for them to loose such an asset as Cannon 
AFB. 

Respectfblly, 

Arthur and Glenda Jones 
3873 CR 14 
Melrose, NM 88124 



May 25,2005 

BRAC Commission 
2521 S. Clark St. 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear BRAC Commission: 

I would like to retain my job. I work at Food Service and I've been there for 10 years. I 
would like Cannon to stay open if possible. Please do not close Cannon. 

Thank you, 

Alfredo Jaramillo 



MAY 23,2005 

BRAC COMMISSION: 

I AM WRITING TO YOU TO SAY TO PLEASE DO NOT CLOSE 
CANNON AIR FORCE BASE IN CLOVIS, NM. 

I AM A MESS ATTENDANT AT PECOS TRAIL MESS HALL 
ON CANNON. I TAKE PRIDE IN MY WORK. I WORK IN THE 
KITCHEN WITH THE CLIPPER ( A VERY LARGE DISHWASHER). 
MY NAME IS WILLIAM HARVEY. I HAVE WORKED THERE FOR 
ABOUT FIVE YEARS. THIS JOB GIVES ME A LOT OF 
RESPONSIBLE AND A LOT OF PRIDE. WHEN OTHER PEOPLE ASK 
WHERE I WORK I SAY CANNON AIR FORCE BASE, WHICH IS 
A HIGHLY RESPECTED PLACE TO WORK. 

I GET EXTRA MONEY FOR MY WORK, WHICH GIVE ME A SENSE 
OF PRIDE. 

I BEG YOU NOT TO CLOSE CANNON AIR FORCE BASE BECAUSE THE 
COMMUNITY NEEDS THE BASE, PLUS THE ENMSRH CLIENTS NEED 
A GOOD PLACE TO WORK. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH. 



MAY 23,2005 

BRAC COMMISSION: 

I AM WRITING TO YOU TO SAY TO PLEASE DO NOT CLOSE 
CANNON AIR FORCE BASE IN CLOVIS, NM. 

MY SON, WILLIAM HARVEY WORKSAS A MESS ATTENDANT 
AT PECOS TRAIL MESS HALL ON CANNON AIR FORCE BASE. 
THIS JOB HAS MADE HIM MORE INDEPENDENT, AND SELF 
SUFFICIENT. THIS JOB GIVES HIM EXTRA SPENDING MONEY. 
THIS GIVES HIM A SENSE OF PRIDE. HE HAS LEARNED TO 
BE MORE RESPONSIBLE BY HAVING A JOB. iXE LOVES T'dE 
COMMUNICATION GETS WITH THE PERSONNEL THAT HE 
WORKS WITH. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH. 

LEONA HARVEY 



May 25,2005 

BRAC Commission 
2521 S. Clark St. 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear BRAC Commission, 

Our names are Sylvester and Theresa Evans. We are currently employed at Cannon Air 
Force Base at the Commissary Warehouse and Food Service. Together we have 44 years 
combined experience working as contracted civilian employees at Cannon. Our jobs are 
what support our family. We have a mortgage payment and a car payment and other 
bills. We cannot afford to lose our jobs. Please do not shut down Cannon Air Force 
Base. Thank you for your time and I hope you reconsider your decision. 

Sincerely, 



May 25,2005 

BRAC Commission 
2521 S. Clark St. 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear BRAC Commission, 

My name is Robert Self. I have been working as a civilian contractor at the Dining Hall 
for 4 years. This is my livelihood. I have been working hard and recently purchased a 
home in which I am responsible for. I have to work hard for my money. I believe that 
closing Cannon is a bad idea and will affect the entire town of Clovis, especially people 
like me that work as civilians at Cannon AFB. It will affect the community, such as 
businesses and schools. Please reconsider your decision to close Cannon AFB. 

Thank you, 

Robert Self 





May 18,2005 

To: The BRAC COMMISSION 

This letter is being sent with deep concern in regards to the consideration of Cannon Air Force 
Base being closed down. My son is employed at the base working with a handicap disablity. He 
is 3 1 years of age and has sought employment in this area since he graducated high school 
finding no work or supportive employment for his disability. Through a ENMRSH program, he 
recently began working on the base along with other people with related disabilities. It has 
been the greatest thing that has happened in his life. It has given him self esteem, work 
experience, and a interactive life style with others. This work program on the base has to be one 
of the greatest opportunities for this towns people who suffer from disabilities. If this base 
closes, I would hate to see what life styles these individuals would be forced to go back to. 

My husband and I were raised in this area and at 53 years of age we have never seen Clovis grow 
as much as it has in the last 10 years. The base has been the back bone of this city along with the 
railroad in which is now considering moving several families out. I lived on the Walker Air 
Base in Roswell for awhile after the shut down. I can remember closed boarded up businesses 
and houses. The town was a ghost town in ruins for 25 years. Clovis has depended on Cannon 
for its stability and to loose the base would shut this town down with bankruptcies, foreclosures, 
not to speak of a 25% lost of jobs. 

I really worry about our military being scaled down like it has. We are in no time of history to 
be weakening our military training bases. I voted for the president after watching Clinton 
weakening our military. While other countries are focusing on training more troops, building 
better aircraft, and better bombs, we are closing bases. The United States is a strong country. 
In war we must always be ready and at our best. I'm sure that every American would feel 
honored to give up in another area rather than watch our military towns be shut down and face 
the consequences of weakening our troops, power and cities. 

Please reconsider Cannon Air Force Base to stay open. 

Thankiwyou in advance. 
/' 



20 May 05 

Margaret Merrell 
fl 

483 New Mexico 88 
Portales, NM 88 1 30 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, 

As a disabled veteran, retiree from Cannon Air Force Base, and a recent graduate of Eastern New 
Mexico University, I am devastated by your BRAC Commission decision to close Cannon AFB. 

I understand the primary criteria for BRAC list selections are consideration of the military 
installation's military value "to implement opportunities for greater jointness"; such as, current 
md htEe mission capabilities, wailability of land, fxilities 2cd airspacz; as well as, ability to 
accommodate fbture force structure; and, cost of operations and the manpower implications. 

I also understand that the economic impact on existing communities in the vicinity of the 
military installation; as well as, the ability of the infrastructure of the existing communities to 
support forces, missions, and personnel; and, the environmental impact including the impact of 
costs related to potential environmental restoration, waste management, and environmental 
compliance activities were also considerations for BRAC list selections. 

So, objectively looking at the primary criteria and other considerations, I am perplexed as to how 
Cannon AFB made the BRAC list of selections since it does not fit the criteria provided for base 
closure. 

First, I will address Cannon's military value. Cannon AFB has an abundance of unencroached air 
space (PRICELESS) and no encroachment issues (PRICELESS) at either the primary or the 
alternate runway or at the Melrose bombing range that is truly seconds away from Cannon. 
Think of the cost savings in fuel alone by our pilot's ability to get to their job sites faster and 
therefore cheaper. Time is money. The cost of jet fuel is also money. Has the cost of jet fuel gone 
down as the cost of vehicle fuel has gone up? The less travel time affords more bang for the buck 
for more realistic training scenarios while having safer take-offs and landings for everyone. The 
impending implementation of the New Mexico Training Range Initiative will further enhance 
our training abilities with supersonic flying during training missions. Cannon continues to be 
"THE Go-To Base". 

Cannon AFB, while having weather that supports practically 365 days of flying and training, also 
has ample space and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and 
emergency situations. Flooding is not a problem. Hurricanes are not a problem. Tornados are not 
a problem. Fires are not a problem. Earthquakes are not a problem. Terrorists are not a problem. 
Anyone conspicuous approaching Cannon AFB can be identified and deterred long before 
reaching its critical assets due to Cannon's strategic location and recent upgraded gates of entry 
and perimeter fencing . Cannon has the space for expansion and facilities to accommodate joint 
warfare training and readiness. The Joint Red Flag 05 exercise conducted from March 19 
through April 2 also included the Army's Roving Sands exercise conducted at White Sands 



Missile Range. NAVAIR ranges supported that venue with ARDS pods and support personnel at 
Cannon AFB, N.M. Cannon AFB has supported ROVING SANDS, the world's largest joint 
theater air and missile defense exercise, and Joint Red Flag. 

The recent upgrade of the alternate runway and alternate runway lighting, the new air traffic 
control tower, new fire station, and the new police station are significant and remarkable 
improvements to Cannon AFB that contribute to make it "THE Go-To Base" for the latest and 
greatest facilities. Cannon AFB is the perfect candidate to support future training missions for 
the F-22, Joint Strike Fighter, and other military aircraft. 

Cannon AFB has won countless awards, both on ACC level, Air Force and NAF levels, and 
national and STAT levels. These mission related accomplishments at Cannon AFB are because 
the personnel at Cannon AFB have motivation to not only achieve, but to excel in all they do. 

Cannon AFB is also an International Host Base to the Singapore Air Force. By contract, the 
Singapore Air Force invested millions of their own dollars to upgrade some of the Cannon AFB 
facilities for their use to fly their F-16 planes. If Cannon AFB is closed, the Singapore Air Force 
will have to be relocated at a substantial cost to the US.  government. This international contract 
agreement should be of grave concern for a couple of reasons. First, I do not perceive this as a 
good business practice and proper international etiquette to break a 25-year contract, especially 
in its early years. Second, other international communities who might be considering renting 
base usage will think twice about making such an expensive investment. 

Clovis and Portales both have 801 Housing contracts that are young as well. It is my 
understanding that the base closure will not terminate the costs these houses will continue incur 
to the Air Force; although, these assets will revert to the respective communities. 

The relationship between Cannon Air Force Base and the surrounding cities, towns, and 
communities in eastern New Mexico and west Texas is unlike any other installation in the United 
States. The Committee of 50 has ensured world-class community support for Cannon AFB 
unrivaled for more than 50 years. Recently the leaders within our community spear-headed the 
effort to expand and convert the air space of Cannon AFB to supersonic capability through the 
New Mexico Training Range Initiative. Three times in the past, the people of this bases 
community purchased and then GAVE significant assets to the Air Force for the sake of Cannon. 
In the early 90s, Curry County, in conjunction with the state of New Mexico, purchased air 
easements around Cannon and GAVE them to the Air Force. This was done to protect the air 
space from encroachment. The local community purchased the land north of Cannon and gave it 
back to the Air Force for additional housing. Now it is known as Chavez Manor. Within the last 
few years, our community purchased land west of Cannon and GAVE it back to the Air Force for 
the installation of instrument lighting on the alternate runway where the new construction is 
close to completion. 

I feel the highways traveled to Cannon AFB are some of the safest in the nation. I also feel this 
should be relevant to consideration since bases are open 24 hours a day. Folks traveling the base 
roads are usually folks going to the base. People in this area are friendly, respectful, and 



courteous to other drivers. People in oncoming traffic, who you personally don't even know, take 
the time to wave as they pass. 
Having an active duty military installation is a plus for any community not just for the economic 
factors, but also for the national, civic, and family values they have. Military people come from 
all walks of life. They have learned how to adapt to their environments and to achieve 
cooperation from reluctant participants. Children of military members are disciplined and add 
this much needed dimension to local public schools. Active duty military children have 
contributed to the much needed improvements to our public schools. There is strength in 
numbers. The more students there are to teach, the better the classrooms, teachers, and 
technology. This is also true for the active duty members and retirees as well. 

Education is critical to the development of a strong and wealthy society. Since we have lived 
here in Portales for the past 13 years, we have seen a new Valencia Elementary School built, the 
Portales Junior High School undergo a massive renovation as well as the Portales High School 
renovation. Recently there was a bond passed to do some major improvements for our local 
university, Eastern New Mexico University. If we loose the military people, we loose the 
strength in numbers that supports the teachers, classrooms, and technology. Along with these 
losses we will loose our most important assets, educated people for the more difficult jobs of the 
future. 

Within the past couple of years, this area was categorized as a Microplex. This made positive and 
significant economic and morale impacts on the base and local populations. There are several 
new franchises in the area. They offer the people better quality products through greater 
competition. In short, our quality of life has improved immensely. The active duty, civilians, and 
retirees fiom Cannon AFB were and are significant to the Microplex development. 

As well, this entire area, including Amarillo (lost their base years ago) and Lubbock (lost its base 
with the last BRAC), is home to a large military retiree population. As a retiree, I rely on Cannon 
AFB for TriCare Prime healthcare and the commissary. The closest installation for me to use 
TriCare Prime healthcare and the commissary privileges is a 230 miles drive one way. This is not 
a practical alternative for a disabled veteran as me with extremely limited bus service to 
Albuquerque or to any of the alternative military bases. Portales has already lost its hospital 
once. The newly built hospital in Portales and the recently renovated Clovis hospitals are critical 
to the weilness of the people or" these smmzding comcmitics. Agzir,, goxi doctors, specialty 
doctors, and support staffs come to places where there is greater population and greater income. 
Loss of the base will be detrimental not only economically but also physically in regard to the 
wellness of the communities. 

Cannon AFB is to Clovis/Portales Microplex as the heart to the human body. While it supports 
an estimated 20.5 percent of economic area employment, it is a critical 20.5 percent. All the 
people employed at Cannon, military and civilian, have the best paying jobs in the vicinity. If the 
best paying jobs leave the community, the quality of life for those remaining will decline to a 
demoralizing low. 

Our skies are alive with the F-16 jets streaking by and ripping the air with the "Sound of 
Freedom". The sound reminds us that we in this Microplex have several PRICELESS assets 



through Cannon AFB that do now and can continue to contribute to our nation's values and 
principles. 

Can the human body live without a heart? Without Cannon AFB, this Microplex will blow away 
in the wind and ghost towns will be all that remain. 

Please, reconsider ALL the facts before making your final decision. 

\ 
Respecthlly Yours, 

Margaret Merrell 
USAF Retired TSgt 



RITA D. MARTINEZ 
9401 Signal Avenue NE 

Albuquerque, NM 871 22 

June 3,2005 

BRAC Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Gentlemen: 

As someone who was born and raised in Clovis, New Mexico, and has had many personal 
ties with Cannon Air Force Base (CAFB) over the years, I wanted to write and 
encourage you to consider the following facts before you make a final decision about 
the closure of CAFB: 

Key Military Facts: 
Abundance in airspace with no encroachments 
Safer, more realistic training scenarios for various aircraft and missions 
Once implemented, the NM Training Range Initiative allows supersonic flying 
Great year-round weather for flying conditions 
Melrose Bombing Range is seconds away 
New runways on the base 
Ample space and ramp space for surge force requirements 
Support of training missions for F-22, Joint Strike Fighter, etc. 
Award-winning base on ACC, Air Force and NAF levels 
A relationship like none other with the communities of Clovis, Portales and 
surrounding areas. 

Key Community Facts: 
Large military retiree population within a 150 mile radius 
$60M expansion to Plains Regional Medical Center with new Heart and Cancer 
Wings, 10,000 sq. ft. Rehab Center, as well as the addition of 60% new medical 
staff 
Expansion to  Clovis Community College and Eastern NM University - classes offered 
on base 
New VA Clinic opened this year 
Expansion and new industry are providing job opportunities for spouses and 
children 
Many new housing developments are providing housing needs 
New restaurants, building suppliers, hotels and retail businesses adding to the 
established base 



New Civic Center under construction for increased community events 
Military discounts offered by local businesses in both cities 
The best schools and teaching staff in New Mexico 
Christian-based communities that are family-oriented, caring and patriotic. 

Thank you for considering these facts prior to making your final decision. I pray that 
you will make the right decision for the right reasons after considering all the facts. 

Sincerely, 

Rita D. Martinez U 



May 22,2005 

Peggy Massey 
701 Jeanie Drive 
Clovis, New Mexico 881 01 

BRAC Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, Va., 22202 

Dear Commissioners; 
As is most of Eastern New Mexico, I too am shocked that the Department of 

Defense has made the recommendation to close Cannon Air Force Base in Clovis New 
Mexico. Why are we so shocked? Indeed, there are many logical reasons why Cannon 
Air Force Base should not be considered for closure. It is important that you realize that 
mistakes can be made and that if you take into consideration the logical reasons why 
this base should not be closed that it will give you the perfect opportunity to take 
Cannon Air Force Base off the list. 

First of all, Cannon Air Force Base does not fit the criteria provided for base 
closure. I positively state this since I myself have read the DOD's Final Selection 
Criteria and would like to point out several errors that were made. Cannon Air Force 
Base does not fit the criteria for these reasons: 

1. The future mission capabilities including joint war fighting, training, and 
readiness are quite excellent at this base. I know this because Cannon 
recently had a successful joint training effort with the US Navy. In addition, 
the future mission capabilities of Cannon are outstanding! With an 
abundance of air space with no encroachment issues and the Melrose 
bombing range just seconds away, Cannon offers excellent training and 
mission capabilities for the DOD. Furthermore, with the enactment of the 
New Mexico Training Range Initiative, we are able to offer pilots the ability to 
fly supersonic during their training missions. 

2. The availability and condition of Cannon's land, facilities, and associated 
airspace is in excellent shape. The terrain, weather and staging areas of this 
base offer pilots diversity, realistic situations for their training missions, and 
many more flying days than any other air base location. Therefore, Cannon is 
a perfect candidate to support future training missions for the F-22, Joint 
Strike Fighter, and other military aircraft. 

3. Cannon has the ample spacetramp space to accommodate surge force 
requirements in training and emergency situations. 

4. The cost of operations and the manpower implications are another of 
Cannon's advantages compared to other military bases. It is awesomely 
inexpensive to have manpower in Eastern New Mexico because our cost of 
living is so reasonable, especially compared to other locations. 



5. The huge economic impact on all of the surrounding communities in range of 
Cannon Air Force Base is huge. The Chamber of Commerce states that our 
economy would be devastated by 20%. 1 think that this figure is low, that it is 
more like 35%, based on what I know about the merchants in these 
communities. You see, I have been a Sales Manager for a local radio station 
for over 20 years, and I assure you that I have a clear picture of how the 
merchants act and react to major blows to their sales. Indeed, the impact 
could be likened to an earthquake in these communities. 

6. The ability of the infrastructure in our communities of Eastern New Mexico 
and West Texas to support forces, missions, and personnel certainly cannot 
be any better than it is right now. Just in Clovis and Portales alone, there are 
many major housing projects going on. We also have Lubbock and Amarillo 
to consider in this. They have come to rely on Cannon Air Force Base, as 
many retirees' choose the surrounding area to make into their lifetime homes. 
In addition, we have two major colleges at the disposal of the personnel. 
Although we are not a metropolitan area such as Albuquerque or Phoenix, we 
are the perfect community for the families in the Air Force, in addition to 
having the capabilities of keeping the younger unmarried G.l.'s out of big 
trouble because of the lack of temptations. 

Commissioners, in the above stated logical reasons as to why Cannon Air Force Base 
does not fit the DOD's Final Selection Criteria I have listed the reasons that are obvious 
to me, and will be to you to when you come to visit us on June 24,2005. 1 have steered 
away from the emotional reasons of why I do not want you to close Cannon Air Force 
Base only because I am certain that you do not have time to read another two pages of 
this one letter. Please consider the logical reasoning I have presented, that our leaders 
are going to present to you and realize that closing Cannon Air Force Base would 
indeed have a detrimental effect not only on our communities, but most importantly, on 
the Air Force itself. I thank you for your time in reading this letter and for your 
consideration of the facts. 

Sincerely yours,  

emmv Peggy Massey 

Cc: Governor Bill Richardson, Senator Pete Domenici, Senator Jeff Bingaman, Representative 
Tom Udall, Representative Heather Wilson, and Steve Pearce, file 



Raejean Toledo 
240 E. Tierra Blanca Rd 
Clovis, NM 88 10 1 
E-mail: akataz@zianet. corn 

BRAC Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suit 600 
Arlington, Va., 22202 

June 2005 

Sirs: 

Reconsider and take Cannon AFB off the closure list! 

Some of the Key Military Facts: 
1. Abundance in airspace with no encroachments. There are no large 

alrports in the area so our planes have a free sky. 
2. Safer, more realistic training scenarios for various aircraft and missions. 

This is an ideal training area. We could also handle Army troop training. 
3. Once implemented, the NM Training Range initiative allows supersonic 

flying. This would mean a wide variety of training in this area with out 
problems or danger to civilians. 

4. Great year round weather for flying conditions. It is said that Cannon can 
fly 360 days out of the year. 

5. Melrose Bombing Range is seconds away. If there ever was a problem or 
a plane in trouble they can make it back to base in seconds again with out 
putting civilians at risk. 

6. New runways on the base, this alone is such an advantage for planes 
coming in. And crippled planes fkom other areas can see the runways are 
open and clear. 

7. Ample space and ramp space for surge force requirements. Cannon can 
handle many more planes and troops. We can respond to troops coming 
home from Iraq. 

8. Support of training missions for F-22, Joint Strike Fighter. We have also 
had joint training missions with Nellis in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

9. Award winning base on ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels. 
10. A relationship like none other with the communities of Clovis, Portales, 

Lubbock, Amarillo and surrounding areas. Amarillo also feels more 



secure with Cannon just minutes away by air. This is because of our 
Hazmat training at Cannon. Pan Tex in Amarillo works with hazardous 
products and they feel that if there were every a problem they would want 
Cannon there. With out Cannon Amarillo is at a higher risk. It would 
take a much longer time for a Haz Mat team to come in from Kirkland or 
Hollaman. 

Community Facts: 
Large military retiree population within a 150 mile radius. My husband 
being one of the retirees in this area. We chose Cannon because of its 
relation ship with the base and the affordability. 
$60 million expansion to Plains Regional Medical Center with new Heart 
and Cancer Wings, 10,000 sq. ft. Rehab Center as well as the addition of 
60+ new medical staff. I am a Cancer survivor and to have the medical 
staff at Cannon work so closely with Plains Regional Medical Center is a 
plus. I don't think I would have received the care if I had been in an other 
area of the country. 
Expansion to Clovis Community College and Eastern NM University - 
classes offered on base. With the help of the education department class 
are held on base so that they are convenient for our troops. 
New VA clinic opened this year. The base and the VA clinic work hand 
and hand so our troops that are getting ready to retire now their VA 
benefits 
Expansion and new industry is providing job opportunities for spouses 
and children. There are not many areas that think of the spouse of the 
military person, but Clovis does and with open arms hires the military 
spouse. There are many Day Care providers that work with the military 
spouse to help. When a spouse is deployed form here they are always 
willing to work with the family to help the children of the deployed 
spouse adjust to the family member being gone. 
Many new housing developments are providing housing needs. Whether 
is be an apartment or a five bedroom home. Clovis and Portals has it. 
Housing is also affordable. Unlike the areas around Luke and Nellis 
where the Airman can hardly afford a one room apartment. The cost of 
living in these two areas have put Airman on FOOD STAMPS. 
New restaurants, building suppliers, hotels, and retail businesses adding to 
the established base. The businesses are all ways helping out the active 
military person. Car dealer ships in Clovis offer discounts on car 



purchases if you are active military. Not a lot of areas will do that for our 
troops. 
New Civic Center under construction for increased community events. 
Many of the service men and women wanted to see more entertainment 
and events come to Clovis. So a new Civic Center was laid out for more 
community events. 
Military discounts offered by local businesses in both cities. Not only that 
we have Air Force appreciation Days when the community gives the base 
a Big Old Fashion Bar-B-Que. The town goes all out to make sure that 
the base has a good time. The Golden Corral does a free dinner day with 
all you can eat for the military person, and there family 

10. The best schools and teaching staff in NM. We have many schools in 
Clovis and Portales that help the kids of military family adjust to new 
situations. When my daughter moved down here fiom Plattsburgh, NY 
her teacher had a day of getting to know the area that she came from and 
the area that she had come to. 

1 1 .  Christian based communities that are family oriented and caring. This 
area has all religions. And this area does not care if you are Jew, gentile, 
or Muslim. We have the Singapore Air Force here and they have joined 
into the community and have been welcomed here. They are part of our 
community. 

One a personal note. I work out at Cannon AFB and I am a Shift Manager at 
the Cannon Shoppette Car Care Center. I have been with AAFES since 
1986. My husband retired in 1984 when we came down here. I have seen 
the changes of this base. But the one thing that I have never seen is the 
change in the community. They have always worked with the base. They 
have always tried to make the Base personnel feel like this is home. They 
have always lent a helping hand to families in need. Please take the time to 
really look at this area and the people that make up our community. Rancher, 
farmers, Doctors, lawyers and Airman we are the community we are Cannon 
Clovis. Do not take the community apart. 

As a note of my own. On Cannon Air Force Base we have two areas of 
National Wet Lands. These are protected lands under the government. We 
Cannon working so hard on keeping up with EPA and not having any major 
violations these lands will stay protected. However, if you were to close our 
base would these lands also be lost. I feel they would. National Wet Lands 



should be protected and Cannon is the guardian of these lands. Do not take 
them away. 

I feel that BRAC needs to take a closer look at what is going on at Cannon. 
We are still at War. Whether you want to admit it. Our troops are going over 
to Iraq and getting killed every day. Cannon is a home to many troops over 
there. Don't take their home away. I feel it is wrong at t h~s  time to close 
anything state side. Start closing the ineffective bases over seas. Bring our 
troops home to a home such as Cannon Air Force Base. 

Thank you for you time. But please take the time to thlnk this one out. We 
all know that it is Political and there are a lot of waste in the government. But 
there is NO waste at Cannon. 



240 E. Tierra Blanca 
Clovis, NM 88101 

BRAC Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, Vi 22202 

I am sure you have received many letters t o  KEEP 
CANNON OPEN. Mine is not  just  tha t  c ry  but  it is 
a cry t o  keep ClovidCannon together. Clovis and 
Cannon are as one. The community works with 
Cannon and Cannon Works with Clovis. Our c i ty  
fathers have planned for expansion. The City it 
growing North so tha t  we do not encroach on 
Cannon. The businessmen help our Airman with 
discounts on items such as cars even tickets t o  our 
rodeos. 

Cannon has it all. Good weather 365 days a year. 
A i r  space, room for growth. Areas tha t  behind our 
troops over in Iraq. We are an area o f  warm and 
wonderful people tha t  believe in our country, bu t  
can not believe tha t  you can even consider putting 
Cannon on the LIST. 



Cannon has won so many awards. We keep €PA in 
mind at  all times. Even the BX where I work has 
trained our associates to understand €PA and 
hazardous waste programs. Cannon is so dedicated 
to  the environment that we have TWO national wet 
lands on the base. These are protected wet lands 
and Cannon protects them. 

the base away from populated areas. How many 
bases can save the government on fuel cost like 
Cannon can? 

Look again a t  your list and look again a t  the good 
Cannon can do for this Community, this country and 
the people all over the world that know and call 
Cannon their home. 



June 2005 

Brac, 

I work out a t  Cannon Air Force Base as a Shift 
Manager at  the Cannon Shoppette. I have been there 
since 1986. My husband is retired air force, and we 
came to Cannon in 1984. We always felt that Cannon 
was the place to be. We have watched the changes the 
growth. We have shared the happy times and the sad 
times a t  Cannon. 

When there was deployment the community always 
stood behind Cannon. The donation of land for housing 
the helpful hand to let Cannon know that they are a 
part of this community. But more we always knew that 
Cannon was dedicated to the security of this country. 

I know that you will read many letters but I hope you 
take the time to reread this one. I have been at  many 
bases in the 21 years my first husband and second 
husband were in the Air Force. I have seen places 
where I was called a "transit, or Gypsy". I was told 
that they did not want to hire someone that would only 
be there a short time. I was in England where the 
bases are OLD World War I1 and need to be closed. 
WHY are we not closing some over seas. I know that 
we have to have some over seas, but so many are not 
needed. Why not bring out People home and put them 
at  the bases and posts you want to shut down. Do not 



take American jobs away and support foreign 
countries, many of which don't even want us there. 

We have the Singapore Air Force here now. WHY send 
them to Luke. The community here welcomes them and 
helps them feel like they are at home. My husband has 
had may that have come and gone and then came back 
and they have told him that they have missed the 
warmth that Clovis has shown them. 

We are also a very clean base. Meeting all of the EPA 
regulations. I should know. I am in charge of the 
Hazardous Waste program that the Cannon Shoppette. 

We have also worked with the Army. When our troops 
were called up and deployed the Army National Guard 
came in. We made sure that they were taken care of. 
Why not bring more Army in to Clovis and have a 
shard Base and Post? 

Next our flying space do not compete with large air 
ports. Our weather is so good that we can train and fly 
360 days out of the year. Our bombing range is out 
away from the city. If there were to be a mistake, the 
only thing that we would kill might be a coyote. But 
our pilots are so good that even the coyote is safe. 

What is your thinking? This base is so important to the 
security of the Nation I just don't understand your 
thinking at all. 



Why have you not come out to see this base at  work? I 
invite you to come here. NO, I CHALLENGE YOU TO 
COME HERE. Meet the people, see the area, talk with 
our governor. Governor Bill Richardson has been over 
in other countries and he Knows the importance of the 
F16. He Knows the importance of Cannon Air Force 
Base. Why don't you know these things. 

Do not stay on the East Cost and think you know what 
you are talking about. YOU DON'T! In my house 
Rumsfeld is a dirty work because he is not thinking 
about the security of the Nation he is thinking about 
himself and the name he can make. 

Again, Come to Clovis. Walk our streets, meet our 
people. Get to know how important Cannon Air Force 
Base is to the Security of this nation. And if you don't 
get the point yet. Talk with Laura Bush. She was here 
and met the people and talked with them. 

SAVE CANNON AIR FORCE BASE. Not just for 
Clovis but for the Nation for WE THE PEOPLE. 

Come, look, think, 



Ralph D. Dowden, Ph.D., J.D. 
1400 Fairway Terrace, No. 20 

Clovis, New Mexico 88101 

May 20,2005 

BRAC Commission 
27 South Cllrlr Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

Re: Cannon Air Force Base 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I am writing to express to you my support for Cannon Air Force Base and to urge that the 
Commission reconsider its action in placing Cannon on the list of bases to be closed under the 
Base Realignment and Closure process. 

I am a new resident of Clovis. I moved here in late April 2004. I am one of the public defenders 
in the New Mexico Public Defender Department. Although I am a recent arrival, like so many 
people before me, I have fallen in love with this town and with this area of the country. I have 
heard in recent weeks and months that it's quite common for air force personnel from all over the 
United States, once they get assigned to Cannon Air Force Base, to elect to stay in Clovis after 
their discharge because they too have fallen in love with this city. They stay and become civic 
leaders, and because they are so diverse, they contribute to making this town, as small as it is, a 
uniquely cosmopolitan city, rich in diversity and accepting and welcoming to all. 

-4s to ?he air base itse!f. I wou!d ! i . k  tr! point nvt to you that recectly the ~ i r  s p r e  was vas:Iy 
expanded, as well as the speed at which Air Force jets may fly within that air space. This means 
that Cannon will now have the capacity to accommodate supersonic flights. I do not believe that 
this factor was considered when the decision was made to place Cannon on the list of closures. 
That is not something that will be determined later; it is a fait accompli right now. 

Besides that, please bear in mind that encroachment is not a problem in the least with Cannon. 
This base is six miles to the west of Clovis itself, and there is nothing around the base. All one 
has to do is drive out here and look around. To the west of Clovis is a vast prairie, with nothing 
but ranches, farms and dairies for miles and miles to the west, to the north and to the south. 
Even to the east, there is only Clovis and then the Texas town of Fmvell. These towns are small. 
I understand that in other cities encroachment is a serious problem. That is certainly not true 
here. 



Furthermore, it should be pointed out that Clovis, Cuny County, and eastern New Mexico 
generally, have always been "defense friendly" areas. Cannon Air Force Base has been here for, 
I believe, almost 50 years, and has served this country well through numerous wars and in peace 
time as well. The air force bases in some parts of the country have to deal with communities 
that, frankly, don't want them there. This has never been true of Clovis, and I dare say never 
will be true of it. 

I attended a rally held in support of Cannon earlier this week here in Clovis. The organizers of 
that rally (I believe they are referred to as the "Committee of Fifty") mentioned several 
arguments that we (meaning supporters of Cannon's remaining open, such as myself) could 
make to you to attempt to convince you to remove Cannon from the list of bases to be closed. 
Some of those arguments were a bit technical for me, and I therefore will not attempt to make 
them. ! 2x1 not a mi!ilw,r persen. !'z q i t e  S ~ C  2:: w-cment"Jr;e 6 xerit, bit were I to try :G 

make such arguments, I would probably end up making myself tongue-tied. Suffice it to say that 
I am of the opinion that Cannon is a base that the United States Air Force can operate very 
inexpensively, especially when compared to many other bases that were not on the closure list. 
Furthermore, to close this base would eliminate thousands of jobs in the Clovis-Portales area- 
jobs which the economy of this area cannot afford to lose. 

In short, my view is that the Department of Defense erred in placing Cannon Air Force Base on 
the list of closures in the first place, because the base's military value is considerably higher than 
the Air Force's estimate. This is particularly so because of the expanded air space and the 
supersonic capability. To close this base would deal a devastating blow to Curry and Roosevelt 
counties-indeed to the entire area of Eastern New Mexico and this portion of West Texas, from 
which the area might never recover. 

Please reconsider your choice of Cannon Air Force Base for this closure list. 

Thank you very much for your consideration of my letter. 

Very truly yours, 

Ralph D. Dowden, Ph.D., J.D. 



Sent: 05-19-05 
to: B U C  Cornmission 
SuGject: Closure of Cannon AFT!, N M  

> >To Whom it N a y  C m e m ,  I have been 
ret iredat  Cannon Air Force Base area since 
A .  is' 1995.1 was aho stationedhere back 
1979 as m y  ist assignment. I have never seen 
a friendfier group ofpeople affectionate to 
the m e n  & women of the Air force @ Cannon 
AT%, NN. Aho,  there is a b&bing range 
that just got extendedair space for better 

pilot training. 

In  afiition, all the schooh get extra money 
for  the mifi tary Rids. There are a Cot of 
community functions on base from annual 
meetings to wedZngs at the WCO club. The 
base does toys for tots & other charities as 
requested The retirement popuht ion is high 
& the c m m i s s a r y  is full& runs out of stuff 
on  paydays! I k n w  the financialstatus of 
~ l i i s  & G r t a ~ e s  w illbe severelij affected & 
we retirees willbe forced to move ekewhere 



for  the medicalcoverage, TR.?CARF w i l l n o t  
be taken a n y  more. Fverymte I've spoken to 

fee l the  same w a y !  I beg you to  reconcider 
closing this base-by keeyzn .  it  open! 



June 17, 2005 

BRAC COMMISSION 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

RE: Cannon Air Force Base 
Clovis, New Mexico 

Honorable members of the BRAC COMMISSION 

It seems to me that if there ever was justification for Cannon 
Air Rase to be operative near Clovist New Mexico, there still is, 

for the same reasons. 

1. Climate is a key issue. Flying at Cannon can be 
conducted approximately 340 days each year. 

2. Cannon trains pilots from other allied nations. 

3. Cannon deploys the nation's mash* vaunted combat 
aircraft to war zones as needed. 

4. Cannon's location causes it to be relatively non- 
vulnerable to terrorist or other attacks. 

5. The City of Clovis provides transportation and 
education for all Cannon public school age children. 

Please review the enclosed article by Don McAlavy, Curry county's 

historian. 

Sincerely, 

Encl (1) 

World War 11 30% service-connected 
disabled veteran (09/11/43---04/10/46). 

U S Army Air Force. 

Telephone or FAX: 505 769-9901 
E-Mail : harold-burris@yahoo.com 



.. 
Dear Sirs; 

As a citizen of the US of A and Clo wis, New Mex' 
concern for your decision to close Cannon AFB. 

wish to extend my 

Part of being a New Mexico State citizen, and knowing that the Federal 
government is not suppose to make any policies that directly harm its 
citizens. I feel that your decision would do just that. It would harm the 
good citizens of New Mexico State and Texas. 

We, as a people of Clovis and the surrounding communities fully support or 
military personnel and mission that is assigned to Cannon AFB. And have 
for 50 years. The base has an abundance of air space with no encroachment 
issues. Our weather provides excellent training opportunities for flight 
missions and ground support training. There is an exceptional amount of 
retired military personal in this surrounding area that need the base facilities. 
They retired in this area for the reason that it is a great community and still 
support their base. We were here as the Fl 1 1 command and the F16 
command and will be glad to be here for the upcoming F22 command. 

Thank you for your time and effort in this difficult decision. 

Sincerely k- A/& 
Thomas M. LaPlante, (Vet) 
1424 Wallace St. 
Clovis, New Mexico 88 10 1 



May 20,2005 

BRAC COMMISSION 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear BRAC COMMISSIONERS: 

As a concerned citizen of Clovis, New Mexico and for the keeping of Cannon Air Force 
Base, I want you to hear my personal reasons for taking Cannon off the base closure list. 

I feel this was a judgment call made without knowing all the pertinent facts which make 
Cannon a special base. I want you to consider this plea along with those of our 
community and surrounding area. 

First of all we have over 300 good flying days a year. We have bright sunny weather with 
very little rain or snow. It is excellent for daytime or night flying maneuvers. This makes 
for perfect training. When citizens hear the plans flying at night or zooming around in the 
day, I thank God for allowing them to protect us and our nation. 

The additional air space that is currently being negotiated for purchase will allow for 
greater missions for many different planes which need supersonic airspace. 

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away for great training and blends into our 
farm land with no problems. It is vital to training missions for war time planes to practice 
maneuvers. 

The air force personal that come into Clovis are looking for families to take them under 
their wings and offer them a place to belong. We do this without reluctance. We can help 
them meet each need whether it be to find schools for their children, homes to rent or 
buy, suggestions of places to eat, or shop. We bring them into our churches and offer 
them closeness to God as a family. We comfort them when they have family members 
who must be deployed. We give them our hugs when they are ill or loose a loved one. 
These are some of the reasons why many who are stationed here make a personal reason 
to come back to Clovis to retire. 

Our military retirees now are a great number of our area population and have a great 
voice in our local, state and national government. Many are getting up in years. They are 
very concerned over this disturbing news that a group of Government officials can 
actually change the course of their lives with a single stroke of a pen. Many veteran 
retirees serve on local civic government positions; have teaching positions, and other 
income which make their income taxes higher. Still they are able to maintain their 
independence and be produc.tive citizens. Many returned to Clovis or elected to retire 
here because of our lower cost of living. Property taxes are very low and housing is very 
affordable. 



There is a brand new Veteran's Clinic in our community and many military families use 
this facility as well as the state of the art Commissary on base. The local hospital has just 
hired 60 new doctors to help provide the medical needs for the military when the base 
hospital was closed. They are doing major renovations to the Emergency Room, and 
adding a Cancer and Heart Wing. The hospital would not have considered making these 
costly improvements if they had had knowledge Cannon Air Force Base closing. 
This news is depleting so much of our local economy and will severely hurt our 
economic base for our surrounding businesses. 

The two area colleges are also a great plus factor as all the military and their families can 
continue to work on furthering their education while they are stationed here in Clovis or 
Portales. They offer online classes as well to not hinder their busy schedules. They offer 
child care as well. 

I want to personally plead with you to consider and reconsider your previous decision and 
consider the impact on our local area communities and our economy. 

In addition the air force personal stationed here at Cannon do not want to leave Clovis. 
Countless families want to stay here, but will go if sent somewhere else, but if given the 
choice. Clovis is like no other home to them. 

Sincerely, 



Donna K. Horton 
1 104 Rosewood Drive 
Clovis, NM 88 10 1 

May 18,2005 

BRAC Commission 
2521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I am a native of Clovis, New Mexico and the thought of Cannon Air Force 
Base closing is devastating to me and to this community. I am respectfully 
asking that you reconsider your decision and take Cannon off the BRAC list. 

Cannon does not fit the criteria provided for base closure. The base has an 
abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. This provides for safer 
and more realistic training scenarios for pilots. Once the New Mexico 
Training Range Initiative is implemented, we will be able to offer pilots the 
ability to fly supersonic during training missions. This is a very important 
point, as it allows the Air Force to better train for real-life situations. The 
weather in this area provides year round training ability. The Melrose 
bombing range is seconds from the end of the runway at Canon. Cannon has 
the space and facilities to accommodate joint war fighting, training and the 
recent joint training effort between Cannon and the U.S. Navy evidenced 
readiness as. Cannon has ample spacelramp space to accommodate surge 
force requirements in training and emergency situations. The availability of 
air space and ideal flying weather makes Cannon the perfect candidate to 
support future training missions for the F-22, Joint Strike Fighter, and other 
military aircraft. 



Cannon has won countless awards, both on ACC level, Air Force and NAF 
levels, and national and STAT levels. The relationship between Cannon Air 
Force Base and the surrounding towns; Clovis, Portales, West Texas, and 
others, is unlike any other installation in the country. Clovis, Portales, 
Eastern New Mexico, West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are 
home to large military retiree population. These people rely on Cannon Air 
Force for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another 
installation close by to serve our retired military. 

Cannon and the surrounding communities have had a strong relationship for 
fifty years. In the early 1990's, Curry County, in conjunction with the state 
of New Mexico, purchased air easements around Cannon Air Force Base 
and GAVE them to the Air Force. This was done to protect that air space 
from encroachment and was an important issue for the Air Force. The local 
community purchased the land north of Cannon Air Force Base and GAVE 
it back to the Air Force for additional housing, now known as Chavez 
Manor. Within the last few years, our community purchased land west of 
Cannon and GAVE it back to the Air Force for the installation of instrument 
lighting on the alternate runway at the base. Leaders within our community 
spear-headed the effort to expand and convert the air space to supersonic 
capability through the New Mexico Training Range Initiative. 

This community has reached out and supported Cannon Air Force Base like 
no other community over the last fifty years. We have done so financially, 
morally, spiritually and above all, consistently. Again, I respectfully ask you 
to PLEASE reconsider your decision and leave Cannon the wonderful asset 
it is both to this community and to the Air Force. 

Sincerely, 

Qay&4?% 
Donna IS. Horton 







May 20,2005 

BRAC COMMISSION 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear BRAC COMMISSIONERS: 

As a concerned citizen of Clovis, New Mexico and for the keeping of Cannon Air Force 
Base, I want you to hear my personal reasons for taking Cannon off the base closure list. 

I feel this was a judgment call made without knowing all the pertinent facts which make 
Cannon a special base. I want you to consider this plea along with those of our 
community and surrounding area. 

First of all we have over 300 good flying days a year. We have bright sunny weather with 
very little rain or snow. It is excellent for daytime or night flying maneuvers. This makes 
for perfect training. When citizens hear the planes flying at night or zooming around in 
the day, I thank God for allowing them to protect us and our nation. 

The additional air space that is currently being negotiated for purchase will allow for 
greater missions for many different planes which need supersonic airspace. 

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away for great training and blends into our 
farm land with no problems. It is vital to training missions for war time planes to practice 
maneuvers. 

The air force personnel that come into Clovis are looking for families to take them under 
their wings and offer them a place to belong. We do this without reluctance. We can help 
them meet each need whether it be to find schools for their children, homes to rent or 
buy, suggestions of places to eat, or shop. We bring them into our churches and offer 
them closeness to God as a family. We comfort them when they have family members 
who must be deployed. We give them our hugs when they are ill or loose a loved one. 
These are some of the reasons why many who are stationed here make a personal reason 
to come back to Clovis to retire. 

Our military retirees now are a great number of our area population and have a great 
voice in our local, state and national government. Many are getting up in years. They are 
very concerned over this disturbing news that a group of Government officials can 
actually change the course of their lives with a single stroke of a pen. Many veteran 
retirees serve on local civic government positions; have teaching positions, and other 
income which make their income taxes higher. Still they are able to maintain their 
independence and be productive citizens. Many returned to Clovis or elected to retire 
here because of our lower cost of living. Property taxes are very low and housing is very 
affordable. 



There is a brand new Veteran's Clinic in our community and many military families use 
this facility as well as the state of the art Commissary on base. The local hospital has just 
hired 60 new doctors to help provide the medical needs for the military when the base 
hospital was closed. They are doing major renovations to the Emergency Room, and 
adding a Cancer and Heart Wing. The hospital would not have considered making these 
costly improvements if they had had knowledge Cannon Air Force Base closing. 
This news is depleting so much of our local economy and will severely hurt our 
economic base for our surrounding businesses. 

The two area colleges are also a great plus factor as all the military and their families can 
continue to work on furthering their education while they are stationed here in Clovis or 
Portales. They offer online classes as well to not hinder their busy schedules. They offer 
child care as well. 

Over 3 1 4 ~ ~  of my income as a Realtor came from seiling and renting homes to Veterans. I 
have 7 web sites and I start a dialog sometimes over a year before actual orders are 
signed when they may be coming to Cannon to get a local relocation packet, housing, 
school, recreational information. 1 feel as if I know my clients long before their arrival. 
Many have bought homes sight unseen because I have met their needs by taking video 
and digital pictures of neighborhoods, measured the room sizes and provided any 
information necessary to help make them an informed decision. I usually have their loans 
approved often with the assistance of local lenders who partner in their buying process. It 
makes the veterans feel taken care of coming to an unknown community. 

When they first arrive the wind may be blowing and we may be in a no rain time of year 
where the land is flat and the grass is brown, but soon there is more to be found in Clovis 
than rolling green hills and lots of trees. It is the friendliness and caring of the 
community. The veterans learn to love us as we love them. 

1 want to personally plead with you to consider and reconsider your previous decision and 
consider the impact on our local area communities and our economy. 

In addition the air force personnel stationed here at Cannon do not want to leave Clovis. 
Countless families want to stay here, but will go if sent somewhere else, but if given the 
choice. Clovis is like no other home to them. 
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May 24,2005 

BRAC Commission 
Attn. Anthony J. Principi 
2521 S. Clark St. 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Mr. Principi, 

Having been a resident of Clovis, New Mexico for 22 years, 1 wish to convey my support for 
keeping Cannon Air Force Base open. 

Closing Cannon Air Force Base would be a monumental mistake, this base is extremely 
important to the United States military mission. No where else in the U.S. is there the availability 
of air space, with no encroachment issues, combined with the ideal flying weather of Eastern 
New Mexico. The New Mexico Training Range Initiative, once implemented will allow pilots to 
fly supersonic during training missions. In addition the Melrose bombing range is just seconds 
from the end of the Cannon runway, making this the best location in the nation for pilot training. 

As an Air Force spouse, I moved here fiom England in 1983. Of all the locations in the world 
that 1 have visited, no where else will one find a community as closely linked, and as supportive 
to the military base as Clovis, NM. When my husband retired from active duty we chose to make 
Clovis our permanent home due to the close relationship the community maintains with the base. 
My son also serves as a fireman in the US Air Force, and plans to move back to Clovis, and 
Cannon Air Force Base, in the near future. 

As an active member of the community, a Chamber Ambassador, and a Director of the Clovis 
Board of Realtors, 1 can already see the effects that the announcement alone is having. The 
economic impact of closing Cannon, would be devastating and would have huge consequences on 
the economy of not only Clovis, but Portales, Melrose, Farwell, Texico, Fort Sumner, Logan, 
Santa Rosa, Tucumcari, and large areas of Eastern New Mexico and West Texas, including 
Amarillo, and Lubbock. All these are home to large military retiree populations, who rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping and more. This closure would affect 
many thousands of people. 

I trust that you will make the right decision, and remove Cannon from the closure list. This 
facility is vital to our national defense, and to the economy of the surrounding area. 

Sincerely, 



GAYE COOKE ......................................................................................................................... Q.6..1..g.2..9.0. 5 

May 24,2005 

BRAC Commission 
Attn. Lloyd Newton 
2521 S. Clark St. 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear General Newton, 

Having been a resident of Clovis, New Mexico for 22 years, I wish to convey my support for 
keeping Cannon Air Force Base open. 

Closing Cannon Air Force Base would be a monumental mistake, this base is extremely 
important to the United States military mission. No where else in the U.S. is there the availability 
of air space, with no encroachment issues, combined with the ideal flying weather of Eastern 
New Mexico. The New Mexico Training Range Initiative, once implemented will allow pilots to 
fly supersonic during training missions. In addition the Melrose bombing range is just seconds 
from the end of the Cannon runway, making this the best location in the nation for pilot training. 

As an Air Force spouse, I moved here from England in 1983. Of all the locations in the world 
that I have visited, no where else will one find a community as closely linked, and as supportive 
to the military base as Clovis, NM. When my husband retired from active duty we chose to make 
Clovis our permanent home due to the close relationship the community maintains with the base. 
My son also serves as a fireman in the US Air Force, and plans to move back to Clovis, and 
Cannon Air Force Base, in the near future. 

As an active member of the community, a Chamber Ambassador, and a Director of the Clovis 
Board of Realtors, I can already see the effects that the announcement alone is having. The 
economic impact of closing Cannon, would be devastating and would have huge consequences on 
the economy of not only Clovis, but Portales, Melrose, Farwell, Texico, Fort Sumner, Logan, 
Santa Rosa, Tucumcari, and large areas of Eastern New Mexico and West Texas, including 
Amarillo, and Lubbock. All these are home to large military retiree populations, who rely on 
Cannon Air Force Base for healthcare, grocery shopping and more. This closure would affect 
many thousands of people. 

I trust that you will make the right decision, and remove Cannon from the closure list. This 
facility is vital to our national defense, and to the economy of the surrounding area. 

Sincerely, 



June 2,2005 

James V. Hansen: 

I have lived in Clovis for almost seven years. Being from a much larger city out east I 
was not used to small town culture, but was amazed at this one. This community's culture 
is based on Cannon Air Force Base. Knowing what that base means to this community 
and the lives here that are dependent on the base, I ask that you look at all the criteria 
before making the decision to close the base. 

Sincerely, 

w-- 
Mandy Gaussoin 



June 6.2005 

From: Dale Hamlett 
2104 S. Ave. H 
Portales, N.M. 88 130 

Brigadier General Sue E. Turner, 

We hope when the BRAC committee evaluates base closings they will recommend keeping 
Cannon Air Force Base, near Clovis, New Mexico, our neighboring town. Quite a few base 
personnel live in base housing in our town, Portales. They are part of our community. 

In New Mexico, at Cannon Air Force Base, there is usually fine weather for flying, making 
possible Cannon's ability to train year around. 

In New Mexico's wide open spaces, there is less encroachment on its airspace, making for 
more comprehensive training. 

There are new runways on the Cannon Base with ample space/rarnp spaces. 

Cannon Air Force Base has improved the cultural aspect of the community, as well as being a 
superior training facility. 

Of course, our university town is greatly enhanced by having Cannon Air Force nearby and 
we hope our area can KEEP Cannon Air Force Base. 

Please consider all the facts before making your final decision. We thank you for all you do. 

Respectfully yours, 



May 20,2005 

BRAC COMMISSION 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear BRAC COMMISSIONERS: 

As a concerned citizen of Clovis, New Mexico and for the keeping of Cannon Air Force 
Base, I want you to hear my personal reasons for taking Cannon off the base closure list. 

I feel this was a judgment call made without knowing all the pertinent facts which make 
Cannon a special base. I want you to consider this plea along with those of our 
community and surrounding area. 

First of all we have over 300 good flying days a year. We have bright sunny weather with 
very little rain or snow. It is excellent for daytime or night flying maneuvers. This makes 
for perfect training. When citizens hear the plans flying at night or zooming around in the 
day, I thank God for allowing them to protect us and our nation. 

The additional air space that is currently being negotiated for purchase will allow for 
greater missions for many different planes which need supersonic airspace. 

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away for great training and blends into our 
farm land with no problems. It is vital to training missions for war time planes to practice 
maneuvers. 

The air force personal that come into Clovis are looking for families to take them under 
their wings and offer them a place to belong. We do this without reluctance. We can help 
them meet each need whether it be to find schools for their children, homes to rent or 
buy, suggestions of places to eat, or shop. We bring them into our churches and offer 
them closeness to God as a family. We comfort them when they have family members 
who must be deployed. We give them our hugs when they are ill or loose a loved one. 
These are some of the reasons why many who are stationed here make a personal reason 
to come back to Clovis to retire. 

Our military retirees now are a great number of our area population and have a great 
voice in our local, state and national government. Many are getting up in years. They are 
very concerned over this disturbing news that a group of Government officials can 
actually change the course of their lives with a single stroke of a pen. Many veteran 
retirees serve on local civic government positions; have teaching positions, and other 
income which make their income taxes higher. Still they are able to maintain their 
independence and be productive citizens. Many returned to Clovis or elected to retire 
here because of our lower cost of living. Property taxes are very low and housing is very 
affordable. 



There is a brand new Veteran's Clinic in our community and many military families use 
this facility as well as the state of the art Commissary on base. The local hospital has just 
hired 60 new doctors to help provide the medical needs for the military when the base 
hospital was closed. They are doing major renovations to the Emergency Room, and 
adding a Cancer and Heart Wing. The hospital would not have considered making these 
costly improvements if they had had knowledge Cannon Air Force Base closing. 
This news is depleting so much of our local economy and will severely hurt our 
economic base for our surrounding businesses. 

The two area colleges are also a great plus factor as all the military and their families can 
continue to work on furthering their education while they are stationed here in Clovis or 
Portales. They offer online classes as well to not hinder their busy schedules. They offer 
child care as well. 

I want to personally plead with you to consider and reconsider your previous decision and 
consider the impact on our local area communities and our economy. 

In addition the air force personal stationed here at Cannon do not want to leave Clovis. 
Countless families want to stay here, but will go if sent somewhere else, but if given the 
choice. Clovis is like no other home to them. 

Sincerely, 








